eDiscovery: Advanced Analytics and AI
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Casepoint’s AI is called CaseAssist
Included with every case
Find important documents quickly
Learns as you go

Technology That Learns From You
Casepoint’s advanced analytics and AI suite is called CaseAssist. It is included
with every case and there is no additional cost to take advantage of CaseAssist.
Casepoint is revolutionizing the way eDiscovery is performed by anticipating
your needs and being proactively helpful. Casepoint is picking up on signals and
cues from legal teams and translating them into actionable insights and
document recommendations.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence Built-in
Useful documents are automatically surfaced with CaseAssist by identifying
patterns and key themes without labor-intensive search queries or creating
training sets. CaseAssist’s AI algorithms accelerate the process, locating crucial
documents and aiding in business decision-making and case direction.
Augments Casepoint’s TAR suite to deliver fast, brilliant results

Identifies alternative people, words,
dates, etc

CaseAssist Active Learning & TAR
Use TAR after only reviewing as few as
50 documents
Dynamic batches of documents that
learn from your training
Realtime statistics
Use TAR with static sample sets

Advanced Analytics

Suggests relevant documents and patterns in a non-invasive manner
Works while you’re asleep so you can wake up to recommendations
in your inbox

TAR 1.0 and 2.0 Available For Every Matter

See who’s emailing whom
Find important dates, documents, people
Visually navigate data: techies not required

Casepoint’s powerful TAR technology uses AI-based learning algorithms to
quickly sift through material and pinpoint legally significant documents.
Casepoint supports two different TAR workflows (1.0 and 2.0) based on your case
needs. The system trains its learning algorithm to know what relevant looks like
using initial keyword searches, review, and tagging so that case teams get
precisely documents they need: nothing more, nothing less.
Thanks to our AI core, TAR is able to easily embrace new documents
It adapts fast to reflect emerging patterns and tags
Remains smart, intuitive, and useful at every stage

Power. Productivity. Results.
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